PRODUCT CERTIFICATION

LICENSEE
GIACOMINI S.p.A.
Via Per Alzo, 39
28017 S. Maurizio d’Opaglio (NO)
Italia

LICENSEE IDENTITY NUMBER: 21

PRODUCT: Thermostatic Radiator Valve

LICENSE NUMBER: 02-GIA-TRV-F

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
• UNI EN 215: Thermostatic radiator valves. Requirements and test methods
• CEN Keymark scheme rules for thermostatic radiator valves
• CEN/CENELEC Internal regulation - Part 4: Certification

FIRST ISSUE: 31/01/2012
CURRENT ISSUE: 31/01/2016
EXPIRING DATE: 01/02/2020

LICENSE VALIDITY:
The right of use of the KEYMARK is conditioned by the respect of the reference documents. SIET regularly tests the products and verifies the Quality System implemented by the Licensee in order to assure the respect of the reference documents. The suspended or withdrawn certificates are available on SIET web site www.siet.it.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
The Technical Information of the certified Thermostatic Radiator Valves (qm NH, qm sh, Cc, Dm, Wm, and Zc) declared by the Licensee are available at page Product Certification on SIET web site www.siet.it.

HEAD TYPE
R470H Liquid integral sensor
R460H Liquid integral sensor
R468H Liquid integral sensor

VALVE FORM NOMINAL SIZE SERIES
R 401 H Angle DN15 D
R 402 H Straight DN15 D
R 401 H Angle DN20 D
R 402 H Straight DN20 D
R 403 H (R) Angle DN15 (*)
R 403 H (L) Angle DN15 (*)
R 415 H Angle DN15 (*)

(*) Dimensions and details on connection are not in accordance with the specific Series in Annex A of UNI EN 215
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